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Abstract

The U.S. Department of Energy is supporting.research oriented toward both near-term
defense applications as well as long-term energy applications of inertial confinement
fusion (ICF). The ICF program at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is directed toward
validating light ions as an efficient driver for these applications. The light ion laboratory
microfusion facility (LMF) is envisioned as a facility in which high gain ICF targets could
be developed and utilized in defense-related experiments. The LIBRA light ion beam
commercial reactor st,:dy provides a baseline approach towards the use of the high gain
light ion ICF technology as a source of commercial electrical energy.

Introduction commercial fusion power reactors with
accompanying economic analyses. For LIBRA

A Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF) suitable (Figure 2), it is envisioned that fusion targets are
for simulating nuclear weapon effects in the imploded by 4 MJ time-shaped pulses of 30 MeV
laboratory is the goal of the U.S. defense ICF lithium ions with a rep rate of 3-12 Hz. The fusion
program[I]. The Sandia National Laboratories yield of each target is 320 MJ. The ion pulse is
(SNL) light ion LMF conceptual design (Figure 1) is delivered by multiple extraction ion diodes. The
based upon the projected on-target ion beam pulsed power conceptual design is based upon the
requirements of an x-ray driven ("indirect drive") Hermes-III approach with the added technology of
capsule with a thermonuclear yield exceeding 500 repetitive magnetic (i.e., saturable reactor) pulse
MJ. These requirements are established by a compressors and magnetic switching. The first wall
combination of computer calculations and the and blanket would use liquid Li17Pb83 (in LIBRA)
existing ICF experimental database, which includes
high intensity light ion driven target experiments
in the PBFA-II facility at SNL[2]. The LMF ion beam
requirement involves a two-step intensity input
with peak on-target power of -700 TW and a total
on-target lithium ion energy of -14 MJ. The on-
target power is supplied by twenty four individual
ion beams. Two-stage extraction ion diodes with a
standoff of four meters are used to generate the
lithium ion beams. The high power ion diode
conceptual design is based upon technologies being
developed in the PBFA-II and Sabre facilities at
SNL[2,3]. The accelerators which provide the
necessary pulsed power to the ion diodes are based
upon the successful Hermes III technology of linear
inductive voltage adders developed at Sandia
National Laboratories during the past 10 years[4].

The development of an economical and
environmentally-attractive fusion power plant is
the long-term goal of the U.S. energy ICF program.
The light ion beam reactor assessment (LIBRA)
studies are conceptual designs of light ion driven Figure 1. Cutaway view of the light ion

microfusion facility (LMF).
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Figure 2. A view of the LIBRA-LiTE Figure 3. Basic configuration of an
reactor from inside the ion-driven ICF target.
containment building.

ion beam power vs. time input for a calculation with
a 500 MJ fusion yield is shown in Figure 4. The

or liquid lithium (in LIBRA-LiTE) as a breeding calculations indicate that a target illumination
material and coolant. The direct capital cost of a 330 scheme involving a 2 cm diameter hohlraum and
MWe LIBRA design is estimated to be $2900/kWe, twelve individual ion beams with a 1.2 crn fwhm

while a 1200 MWe reactor would cost rotationally-symmetric Gaussian distribution will
approximately 1300 $/kWe. provide an adequately symmetric x-ray drive for the

LMF capsule. Thus, we project that the required 700
The LMF high gain, ion-driven ICF target concept TW peak ion beam power and 10:1 contrast ratio

could be provided by using twelve ion beams at a
The SNL light ion ICF program is based upon an power of 5.4 TW each and twelve ion beams at an

x-ray driven ("indirect drive") target concept. The on-target power of _ TW each. The hohlraum and
light ion beam target configuration is substantially deposition region design assumes that the beams are
different from either direct or indirect drive laser Li ions with an energy of 19-24 MeV in the low
target configurations. With a light ion beam driver power "A" beams and 28-35 MeV in the high power
the fusion capsule is embedded within a foam-filled "B" beams.
hohlraum, as shown schematically in Figure 3. The

ions penetrate the external shell and dep_sit the ___,___w,,., _ _ ,,, : i

bulk of their energy in the low density foam, which 700 3s
converts the ion beam energy into x-rays. The
radiation, in turn, bathes the fusion capsule and 6oo
provides the drive for the capsule implosion. t-

The goal of the experimental target effort on ram _- .13.PBFA-II is to gain an understanding of the critical .___
light ion beam hohlraum issues at specific power 40o
deposition levels comparable to those required by p ( TW)
the LMF hohlraum. Such experiments will provide 3oo
a key benchmarking of our ion deposition and
radiation transport caIculational capabilities. These 200 ]
capabilities include a three dimensional ion 24M,v 2oM,v
deposition code to model the effects of beam loo _oM,v
deposition nonuniformities on the x-ray uniformity "A',_._I_! _il
at the capsule (including time and temperature o
dependent effects such as range shortening and o lo 20 3o 4o so 6o
hydrodynamic motion), a three-dimensional T ( ns ]
deterministic radiation transport code, and the two-
dimensional LASNEX radiation hydrodynamics
code. 'These state-of-the-art capabilities have been Figure 4. On-target ion beam power
used in our LMF target design projections. The total requirement for a 500 MJ yield.



LMF diode, transport, and focusing concepts chargedancJcurrent
neutralizeO ion beam _ "

An achromatic lens system is oux"baseline
choice for beam focusing in the LMF[5]. In this
scheme, each extraction diode produces an annular
beam that drifts ballistically (at roughly constant
radius) over several meters to a solenoidal lens. I.. _ I_ .I
The beam is focused by the lens and propagates r-" L Vl- F _1
further in a ballistic mode to the target (Figure 5). 01ode =olenoicS target
This scheme is simple, attractive, and a direct 0ens) (lens) -
extension of our present efforts on PBFA-II.
The diode-to-lens transport distance provides a
means to use velocity ramping and beam bunching Figure 5. The achromatic lens system.
to obtain a factor of 2 increase in beam intensity on
target. Intrinsic to this concept is the need for an
accurately programmed voltage pulse and a
transport length of about 4 meters. For an ion beam controlled by the injected current, independent
m.icrodivergence of 6 mrad, a lens-to-target standoff control of the voltage is possible and thus voltage
length of about 1 m is assumed. A key engineex_ing ramping of the beam may be attained more easily
issue is whether a suitable lens system can be than for a single stage diode.
constructed to withstand the LMF blast and In order to supply the peak power pulse of 650
radiation effects at a distance of 1 m from the target. TW (fl_e B-module contribution), each of the "B"
Preliminary work at the University of Wisconsin module diodes must supply a peak on-target power
has given favorable results, but this issue merits of 54 TW per beam with the aforementioned fwhm
continuing study, of 1.2 crn. With a bunching factor of 2 and a set of

The two-stage applied-B extraction ion diode is reasonable diode and transport efficiency estimates,
our present choice for the LMF beam generation. It we project that each diode must convert an
promises adequate control over the ion beam incoming 38 TW of peak power from the MITL into
voltage and current, good power coupling to the 27 TW of ion power with a voltage ramp from 28 to
MITL, and the potential for reduced divergence as 35 MV. The output ion current must also be
compared to a single stage diode. The two-stage controlled in order for the achromatic focusing
diode has been shown to improve the ion beam system to operate correctly. These constraints must
divergence in three-dimensional PIC simulations be met by the appropriate control of the input
and in low power proton beam experiments[6]. The pulses to the two stages of acceleration.
experiments have also demonstrated that the In order to mi_mize the beam divergence, the
second acceleration gap can be operated in a mode enhancement in both gaps must remain low.
where the gap current is dominated by the injected Adequate divergence for our LMF concept is to be
current, leading to a rising impedance history. This accomplished with enhancements of less than 4-5
shows promise for the LM.Fdiode where it is in gap 1 and approximately 1.6 in gap 2. Control of
envisioned that the ion kinetic energy would be the gap impedance in stage two is crucial to the
ramped in time to allow beam bunching, operation of the diode. Low power experiments

A schematic of the geometry for the two-stage
extraction ion diode is shown in Figure 6. A single
magnetic field region used to insulate against
electron flow across the gap is divided into two vl
accelerating regions by the addition of a mid-gap
electrode. The beam is allowed to propagate to the
second gap by making the electrode from a mesh or
a thin foil. The electrode allows beam transport
between stages but isolates the accelerating electric _gn_
fields, the beam magnetic field, and the diamagnetic
effects of the gap electrons in the two gaps. In the
first stage the ion current is limited only by the ion
space charge and the effective anode-cathode gap. | _-_[
In the second stage the ion current is limited by the / 1injected current from the first stage (assuming the
electrode does not emit a significant ion current).
Separation of the electron dynamics in the two
stages can lead to a divergence reduction in the
second stage. If the current in the second stage is Figure 6. The two-stage extraction ion diode.
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have demonstrated the ability to control the gap 2 voltage is ramped from 18 to 26 MV over 40 ns.
impedance with the injected current. Experiments The cavities of each module are grouped into two
on PBFA-II can be used to extend this stages, and the voltage addition occurs in two
demonstration to higher power and voltage levels, separate MITLs nested one inside the other. The
Computer simulations have demonstrated that center hollow cylinder (anode) of the second stage
configurations for efficient operation of the diode MITL also serves as the outer cathode electrode for
are possible at LMF power levels, the extension of the first stage voltage adder MITL.

Each voltage adder is connected to the
corresponding stage of the diode vi_ a long

The LMF pulsed power concept extension MITL, which time-isolates the diode
from the voltage adder. This allows the diode to

The LMFpulsed power accelerator is based upon operate at lower impedance than the accelerator
the successful- Hermes-III technology developed at without affecting the voltage adder operation.
SNL over the past ten years in collaboration with Undermatching the diode load reduces the sheath
Pulsed Sciences Inc.[4]. Each of the twenty four electron current in the extension MITL and
modules of Figure 1 is similar to Hermes-UI. This provides for more efficient pulse power coupling.
technology couples the self magnetically insulated
transmission line (MITL)[7] principle with the The A modules are essentially Hermes-HI
induction linac[8] to generate a new class of linear accelerators with 4 more cavities (24 total) operating
induction accelerators which we call inductive at half power, using half of the 5-ohm pulse-
voltage adders. In these accelerators, there is no forming and transmission lines that power each of
beam drifting through the multiple cavities as is the Hermes-III cavities. The new elements in the
the case with conventional inductive linacs. The LMF A module as compared to Hermes-III are the
beam is replaced by a central conductor which triaxial voltage adder and the long (- 27 m) possibly
extends along the entire length of the device and curved extension MITL. Hence modest
effectuates the voltage addition of the accelerating modification of Hermes-III should provide a
cavities. Experiments on Hermes-III are usually prototype for the LMF A type modules.
done in negative polarity (a mode in which the At present two design options are being
central stalk is the cathode), and the operating considered for the B modules: one that is
impedance in negative polarity is well composed solely of Hermes-III components and the
understood[9]. For the LMF, we envision positive other made up of l_ger, 2.6-MV cavities. The B
polarity voltage addition. Experimental studies of modules can be arranged as two Hermes-III
the coupling of applied-B extraction diodes to a accelerators connected in series (40 cavities in total)or as seventeen 2.6-MV cavities. Besides the triaxial
positive polarity inductive voltage adder are
currently being performed in the Sabre facility at voltage adder and the long extension MITL, a very
SNL[3]. important new element for the second stage of B

For LMF, the two stage extraction ion diod_ modules is the ramping of the voltage from 8 to 16
requires apositive polarity MITL feed m a triaxial MV. It is anticipated that this will be accomplished
geometry (Figure 7). The accelerating voltage of the by a special shaped design of the second stage pulse
first stage for both A and B diodes is a fiat 10 MV forming lines to provide the necessary voltage
(not ramped). The second stage voltage for the A pulse profile at the cavities. Details of the LMF
modules is a fiat 15 MV while the B modules' linear inductive adder concept are provided in

Reference 10.

_gtage 1 .,, z;tage 2

./_-cavityfeed adder MITL
F-

extension

MITL

ed ITL extension MITL _- -

Figure 7. The triaxial voltage adder configuration
for the LMF two-stage extraction diodes.
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u_nt completing a self-consistent point design,
First stage I Second stage / Generaiocm

{ oooooaI 0,0_------'__0_"- "*',._ --IT evaluating its cost, and cost scaling the design to
t oooooo.., oDooo_ _ w l/ different power levels.
_] _-[--T_ !sc [ ] I i] Figure 2 displays an isometric view of the
_-_ -_ _-_ _ _ _1 LIBRA drivers and reactor chamber. While the

overall height (80 m) and diameter (90 m) of the

reactor assembly in Figure 2 is indeed large, one
_:L, should remember that this facility should be

,_'_i____ compared to the laser/cavity or heayy ionaa._, accelerator/cavity configurations of other ICF

[_ _J_:L,__, _, (.'__"_"_1 power plant designs. The volume of a commercial
i, [_.. j _:_'|.. , [' KrF laser building alone, can be4 times that of the[__J [ [ I [r [ ] [ J_[ enUre LIBRA driver/cavity assembly[15]. A

I--_oo_o I oo_ - r o_ " m J]] comparison to a heavy ion beam driver would
3_.0,, I require a completely different scale, as a 10-GeV

accelerator would be - 1-2 km long and would
Figure 8. The B-module pulsed power concept, presumably be folded to reduce the maximum

dimension.

A pulsed power conceptual design that supplies Two types of LIBRA reactor chambers have been
the necessary power to the LMF inductive adder considered - LIBKA[13] and LIBRA-LiTE[14]. In
cavities is also based on the successful technologies Reference 13, the target chamber is a right circular
used in the PBFA-II and Hermes-III facilities. A cylinder, 8.7 meters in diameter. The blanket is an

schematic of the B-module pulsed power system is array of porous flexible silicon carbide tubes
shown in Figure 8. The primary energy store for (INPORT units) with PbLi flowing downward
each of the LMF "B" modules consists of eight 5.5- through them. These tubes shield the target
6.8 MV, 745-975 kJ oil-insulated Marx generators, chamber wall from both neutron damage and the
very similar to those utilized in PBFA-II. Each shock overpressure of the target explosion. Helium
Marx generator charges a pair of intermediate was chosen as the secondary heat transfer fluid. In
storage capacitors which, in turn, supply power to a Reference 14 (the "LIBRA-LiTE" study), Li was
set of eight (or ten) water-dielectric pulse forming chosen as the coolant/breeder material, with
lines. Our choke for discharging the intermediate stainless steel INPORT tubes and LiPb alloy as a
storage capacitors is the PBFA-I1 Rimfire laser secondary heat transfer fluid. A cross-cut view of
triggered gas switch, which is presently operating the LIBRA-LiTE reactor chamber is shown in Figure
(in PBFA-II) with parameters nearly adequate for 9.
our LMF concept. Because the first gap of the _'_vo- The main parameters of the LIBRA and LIBRA-
stage diode will require a relatively flat voltage LiTE designs are listed in Table 1. Aside from the
pulse shape to drive it, and the second gap requires change in power levels, which was made for

SPecified voltage ramp, two pulse forming line economic rather than physics reasons, the main
FL) geometries are required. The first stage PFL

will be a straight coaxial line, while the second stage
involves a stepped geometry. The PFL's are
designed to feed the appropriate power to the

Hermes-Ill type inductively isolated cavities, The , v_--...:.
LMF cavities are designed for field stresses as high \as our calculations would reasonably allow, and yet

result in a relatively low inductance with a degree \\ ' ---e
of conservatism that is compatible with the \ ,'_
Hermes-Illexperience.A reasonableLMF pulsed _ _,"
power designisdetailedinReference1I. I

_vtm_

LIBRA - A Light Ion Beam Reactor Assessment "_"'m _a_ wmqmm

il ,Ig_m' ,am,

The LIBRA study is a self-consistent conceptual _ / --.----,-
design of a light ion driven commercial fusion _,,_"'_--""
power reactor[12-14]. A major goal of theLIBRA -"
study is to understand the potential of light ion
fusion as the basis for small yet economically
attractive power reactors. This is done by Figure 9. A cross-cut view of the LIBRA-LiTE

reactor chamber.
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Table1. KeyPammetemof RecentLlShtIonBeam machines.
FusionPowerPlantConceptualI_aisnL

An important measure of the fle_bility in the
light ion beam fusion concept is the cost of

F ar_neter LIBRA __ t._,U_ electricity from such a power plant, A costing

transport p_ t_dlistic analysis for the LIBRA reactor has been performed_h_me using the FUSCOST code[21] with input from both
net_ect_ 33I 1000 magnetic fusion energy (MFE) and other ICF costing
power,_Ve sources. The direct capital cost of a 330 MWe

LIBRA design is estimated to be $29..00/ kWe, while
Lt ionimergy 4 6

- on target,t_ a 1200 MWe reactor would cost approximately $1300
/ kWe. The larger LIBRA reactor benefits from the

targetyield,_ 320/ 3 6OO/ 3.9 economy of scale by a factor of almost 50% in
/ reprate,Hz $/kWe.
coot_nt/ breeder l_ta U It is interesting to compare the LIBRA direct

capital costs to those calculated for other fusion
INPORT material SiC st_[nlemsteel reactor designs published over the past 20 years (all
secondaryhut normalized to 19885). Figure 10 shows this
_'ansferfluid He L/Pb_oy comparison of LIBRA"versus heavy ion beam

reactors (HIBALL I and II) as well as for eight other

difference between the two designs is the MFE power plant conceptual designs. In general, all
the other reactors are in the 1000 MWe level except

assumption of ballistic focusing in LIBRA-LiTE vs. for the HIBALL series which is in the 4000 MWe
channel transport in LIBRA. More recently, an
assessment of the promise of self-pinched beam range. Clearly, when LIBRA is compared to other

reactor designs at the 1000 MWe level and above, it
agation for light ion fusion reactors (LIBRA-S)as egun[16]. Self-pinched ion beam propagation, is quite competitive. More importantly, LIBRA is

while less studied than the channel or ballistic also competitive at the lower size level which
schemes, might eventually represent the most reduces the capital investment required by utilities.
attractive concept for a light ion beam reactor. Such an advantage makes light ion beams very

The LIBRA ion diodes must operate in a attractive from the investor standpoint.
repetitive mode with an extraction geometry. The

LIBRA diode concept is an applied magnetic field Conclusionsextractor diode with an annular anode made of a
porous material that is continually wetted with The light ion ICF program is directed toward

validating light ions as an efficient driver for high-liquid lithium. The lithium p:_vides both a
constantly replenished ion source and a means of performance ICF targets, acquiring the data
carrying away the heat of diode electrons.
Experiments at SNL have shown promise for the a000
liquid lithium / porous anode concept[17]. The

LIBRA ionsourcedensityand microdivergence
would besimilartotheLMF. The repetitivediode
lifetimeassumptionisan extrapolationtowhat 2_
may be achieved in the future. A review of
repetitive ion diode concepts and experimental
efforts is given in Reference 18. ' -

The conceptual design of a repetitive 30 MV lm0
driver for LIBRA is presented in Reference 19. The m0
driverdesignisverysimilartothe system 100
previously described for the light ion LMF concept. _0
Like the LMF, it also uses the Hermes-III type of _m0
linear inductive voltage addition technology. The
requirement for repetitive operation is the primary
technical advance required beyond theLMF
technology. It is anticipated that this advance will
be achieved by replacing the water dielectric

switches used in LMFwith magnetic (saturable -10 T2 74 76 7a a0 12 14 m6 la l0
actor) switches like those developed at SNL[20].
issuggested in Reference 19, the LMF Marx sin, stuO_u_J.h_

generators might be replaced with magnetic pulse

compressors powered by long-life switches such as Figure 10. Comparison of LIBRA to tokamak and
thyratrons or semiconductors or perhaps by rotating heavy ion beam fusion reactor designs.
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necessary to scale target output to high yield, and 11. D. L. Smith, et al., "A Pulsed Pow.er Design for
developing "standoff capability for high yield the Linear Inductive Accelerator Modules for
applications. The generation and focusing of high the Laboratory Microfusion Facility," Proc. 9th
intensity ion beams, the conversion of high IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM,
intensity ion beam energy into x-rays, and the June 21-23, 1993.
smoothing of the radiation drive at the capsule 12. B. Badger, et al., "LIBRA - A Light Ion Beam
ablation surface are topics of active experimental Fusion Conceptual Reactor Design", Univ. of
and theoretical research at SNL. The LMF and Wisconsin Rpt. UWFDM-800; also,

LIBRA conceptual design studies provide a long Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe Rpt. KfK-term path of specific goals and requirements that 4710 (1990).
must be met by the light ion target physics, standoff,
focusing, beam generation, and pulsed power 13. G. A. Moses, et al., "LIBRA - A Light Ion Beam
programs. It is particularly encouraging to note that Inertial Confinement Fusion ReactorConceptual Design," Lasers and Particle Beams,
the LIBRA conceptual design indicates that light 7, 721 (1989).ion beam driven fusior, is an excellent candidate for
small, economic povcer plants of -500 MWe. It is 14. G. L. Kulcinski, et al., "LIBRA-LiTE: A 1000
apparent that light ions represent an ICF driver MWe Reactor," J. Fusion Energy, 10, 339 (1991).
technology that is potentially capable of satisfying 15. R. R. Peterson, et al., "The Promise of Self-Pinched Beam Propagation to Light Ion Fusion
both near-term defense applications as well as long- Reactors," Univ. of Wisconsin Rpt. UWFDM-
term commercial energy applications of inertial 918 (1993).
confinement fusion. 16. 1. N. Sviatoslavsky, et al., "SOMBRERO: A KrF

Laser Driven IFE Reactor," Fusion Tech., (1992).
17. K. W. Beig, et al., Trans Plasma Sci., (1989).
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